Pixels Rapides de Microbolomètre à Éléments Intégrés de Concentration Micro-optique

Fast microbolometer pixels with integrated micro-optical focusing elements are provided. Each microbolometer pixel includes a focusing element located between the pixel body and a substrate, this focusing element preferably sending radiation back towards the central portion of the microbolometer. There is also provided a microbolometer array having a plurality of such microbolometer pixels. Advantageously, to increase the pixel speed, the present microbolometers may be built smaller than the detector and no additional structures need to be attached to said detector.
FAST MICROBOLOMETER PIXELS WITH INTEGRATED MICRO-OPTICAL
FOCUSSING ELEMENTS

Field of the invention

The present invention relates to fast microbolometer pixels which are provided with integrated micro-optical focussing elements.

Description of the prior art

Microbolometers are now quite common and are more and more used in the imaging field. These detectors are adapted to detect infrared radiation, and can be cooled or uncooled.

The speed of a bolometer detector is proportional to its thermal mass divided by its thermal conductance. Smaller detectors are therefore faster, but because the radiation absorbed by the detector is proportional to its surface area, the speed of smaller detectors comes at the price of poorer thermal resolution. A non-contact means of concentrating incident radiation in a detector unit cell onto a detector that is itself much smaller than the unit cell would provide speed advantages without the penalty of reduced absorption. In the past, it has been proposed to combine arrays of microlenses with detector arrays to improve the effective fill factor of uncooled detectors. The modest improvement in performance possible does not justify the introduction of an additional optical element for standard microbolometer focal planes in video rate imaging applications.

There are an increasing number of planned satellite earth observation missions including payloads with infrared imaging channels. The cost of large and even 'small' satellite platforms being very great, these missions are now typically planned for micro or even nano-satellite platforms. In this case, the order of magnitude mass and power savings associated with the use of uncooled instead of cooled detector arrays is a major advantage and may even be necessary for payload feasibility. However, in contrast to cooled photonic detectors, uncooled
detectors respond very slowly to incoming radiation, and even recent 'fast' microbolometer pixels are too slow to resolve ground spots below about 250 m for a low earth orbit satellite. Many missions require 50 or 100 m ground spots, so there is a great unmet need for faster uncooled detectors. The same considerations apply to linear uncooled arrays for industrial and commercial applications, where the response time of the detectors limits the achievable data acquisition rates. The development of a faster uncooled detector will greatly extend the useful range of applications for linear uncooled detector arrays.

Summary of the invention

It is thus an object of the present invention to provide fast microbolometer pixels with integrated micro-optical focusing elements, where no additional structures attached to the detector which would otherwise increase the thermal mass are required.

In accordance with a first aspect of the invention, there is provided a microbolometer pixel comprising a focusing element, said focusing element being located between a pixel body and a substrate, wherein said focusing element comprises a planar mirror having a top surface, and a refractive lens located on said top surface of said planar mirror.

In accordance with another aspect of the invention, there is provided a microbolometer array comprising a plurality of microbolometer pixels, wherein each of said microbolometer pixels comprises a focusing element, said focusing element being located between a pixel body and a substrate, wherein said focusing element comprises a planar mirror having a top surface, and a refractive lens located on said top surface of said planar mirror.

Brief description of the drawings

The present invention and its advantages will be more easily understood after
reading the following non-restrictive description of preferred embodiments thereof, made with reference to the following drawings in which:

Figure 1 is a photograph of a microbolometer pixel;
Figure 2 is a schematic representation of a prior art microbolometer and associated electric diagram;

Figure 3 is a schematic representation of a top view of a 4 x 1 microbolometer array according to a preferred embodiment of the invention;

Figure 4 is a side view of one of the microbolometers of Fig. 3, where the focussing element is a concave mirror;

Figure 5 is a side view of one of the microbolometers of Fig. 3, where the focussing element is a planar mirror having a refractive microlens on the planar mirror;

Figure 6 is a ray tracing diagram showing one pixel of a microbolometer array with integrated micro-optics located at the focal plane of a camera lens; and

Figure 7 is a ray tracing diagram showing one pixel of a microbolometer array with integrated micro-optics according to another preferred embodiment of the invention also located at the focal plane of a camera lens.

Description of a preferred embodiment of the invention

The present invention is directed to fast microbolometers that are intentionally built smaller than the detector unit cell to increase pixel speed and provided with some form of focusing element to improve the thermal resolution of the microbolometer, and of the resulting array.

In this case, it has been found that a microoptics/detector combination is the preferred way to collect the required incident radiation without using an additional structure attached to the detector (such as an antenna) that would in turn increase the thermal mass. As an alternative to the use of a separate microlens array, it is preferable to implement monolithically an array of parabolic mirrors underneath the detectors themselves. This approach has the additional advantage of eliminating alignment concerns and simplifying packaging, at the expense of a more complicated fabrication process flow. A standard detector with 50 µm pitch has a central portion area on the order of 1600 µm². If a detector 15x15 µm (225 µm²) were built with the same film thicknesses, a 7.1X reduction in
thermal mass would be achieved. For a detector technology based on thin structural layers, this reduction in thermal mass is more than sufficient to achieve the detector speed required for satellite imaging with a 50m ground spot.

Detailed simulations using ZEMAX physical optics propagation software have confirmed that for low f/# and small pixel size the integrated mirror approach provides much superior performance to the separate microlens array approach.

A typical bolometer 10 is shown in Figs. 1 and 2. Bolometer 10 includes two support arms 41 and central portion 43. The support arms 41 connect the central portion 43 to substrate 11. Thermal radiation 42 incident on the bolometer is absorbed and raises the temperature of the central portion 43 with respect to the substrate 11, the arms 41 providing thermal isolation between the two. The central portion 43 includes a thermistor film (not shown) and the arms 41 include electrodes 44 such that the thermistor resistance, which depends on the intensity of the incident thermal radiation, can be measured by an electrical bias.

Thus, the present invention concerns a microbolometer pixel 10 mounted on a substrate 11. The substrate is provided with a focusing element 20.

In a first preferred embodiment shown in Figs. 4 & 6, the focusing element 20 is a concave mirror 51 which reflects radiation back towards the central portion 43 of the microbolometer. In a preferred embodiment, the concave mirror is preferably parabolic.

In a second preferred embodiment shown in Fig. 5, the focusing element 20 is a planar mirror 51' having a top surface. A refractive micro lens 53 is placed on the top surface of the mirror 51', again to focus radiation back towards the central portion 43 of the microbolometer.

Advantageously, one or the other of the preferred embodiments may be further improved upon as the embodiment of Fig. 7 shows.

In Figure 6, which is a schematic representation of ray tracing, the bolometer 10 and reflective element 20 are shown with lens 100 which represents the principal optics of the imaging system (and not actually part of the detector assembly). The ray tracing shows how incident radiation is focussed on the bolometer 10, and reflected by the reflective element 20.
Figure 7 expands on the invention by adding a micro-lens 110 above the microbolometer. Classical optical simulations have shown a significant advantage to the combined use of the reflective element and an additional microlens array, as shown in Fig. 7.

Although the present invention has been explained hereinabove by way of preferred embodiment thereof, it should be pointed out that any modifications to these preferred embodiment within the scope of the appended claims is not deemed to alter or change the nature and scope of the present invention.
WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A microbolometer pixel comprising a focusing element, said focusing element being located between a pixel body and a substrate, wherein said focusing element comprises a planar mirror having a top surface, and a refractive lens located on said top surface of said planar mirror.

2. A microbolometer array comprising a plurality of microbolometer pixels, wherein each of said microbolometer pixels comprises a focusing element, said focusing element being located between a pixel body and a substrate, wherein said focusing element comprises a planar mirror having a top surface, and a refractive lens located on said top surface of said planar mirror.

3. A microbolometer array according to claim 2, wherein said microbolometer array further comprises a micro-lens array located above said microbolometer array.
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